Mechanisms of laser-induced damage in absorbing glasses with nanosecond pulses.
The propagation of 355-nm, nanosecond pulses in absorbing glasses is investigated for the specific case examples of the broadband absorbing glass SuperGrey and the Ce3+-doped silica glass. The study involves different laser irradiation conditions and material characterization methods to capture the transient material behaviors leading to laser-induced damage. Two damage-initiation mechanisms were identified: (1) melting of the surface as a result of increased temperature; and (2) self-focusing caused by a transient change in the index of refraction. Population of excited states greatly affects both mechanisms by increasing the transient absorption cross section via excited-state absorption and introducing a change of the refractive index to support the formation of graded-index lensing and self-focusing of the beam inside the material. The governing damage-initiation mechanism depends on the thermodynamic properties of the host glass, the electronic structure characteristics of the doped ion, and the laser-spot size.